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October 26th, 2020  

 

The Big Picture: A thought exercise… 

Closing out last week, equity markets 

remained in what has been a directionless 

trend.  However, that appears to have taken a 

turn for the worse kicking off this week with 

equity markets around the globe in sell-off 

mode and the S&P 500 trading back below the 

3,400 level, which is proving to be a key level 

for the bulls and bears to fight it out.  As for 

assigning an explanation to the major sell-off 

today, take your pick: 

 

• The case count on the coronavirus front is 

rising in a concerning way around the 
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world.  The U.S. is coming off of record 

back-to-back days for new cases, and 

hospitalizations are clearly on the rise (a 

two-month high at just over 41,000).  The 

infection rate is on the rise in 44 states (up 

from 33 a month ago), and 15 states are 

experiencing the highest rates of 

hospitalization since the pandemic began.  

Even the 7-day average of deaths (763) is 

at a two-month high and the fatality rate is 

up to 2.7%.  Not to mention that five of 

Vice President Pence’s aides tested 

positive for the virus, further indicating 

that this virus could care less about who 

you are or your societal standing.   

 

The global case count has now passed 

beyond the 43 million mark and the death 

tally has passed 1.15 million.  The WHO 

came out and said that the countries in the 

northern hemisphere are at a “dangerous 
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moment” as case counts rise and winter 

weather commences.  As a result, we are 

seeing renewed actions on the part of 

authorities to usher in some form of 

lockdowns, as is the case in Italy, while 

Spain is reinstating a nationwide curfew 

and even several suburbs in Chicago are 

imposing new restrictions.   

 

Time will tell how capital markets look at 

this situation, where they were slow to 

react when warning signs emerged back in 

late-January/early-February before 

ultimately reacting in a big way.  They 

have been stoic in their reaction to a steady 

rise in case counts over the last month, 

perhaps in part due to the expectation that 

several vaccine options are right around the 

corner, or that even more stimulus will be 

thrown at the situation if economic activity 

levels decelerate further than they already 
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have, as individuals take precautions into 

their own hands even if authorities do not 

mandate another shelter in place order.   

 

• The negotiations over the next round of 

fiscal stimulus remain in a stalemate as 

both sides seem to have moved into the 

position of pointing fingers at the other 

under the auspice of “moving the 

goalposts”.  This is not what a market that 

has been drooling over the notion of 

additional stimulus wants to hear.  I must 

admit that my optimism of a deal being 

reached prior to next week’s election has 

all but vanished.  What is even more 

concerning to me is the increasing 

probability that a deal isn’t reached until 

around the time of the inauguration in 

January, and if that is the case then that 

sets up the potential for three very long 

months for the economy to hang in there 
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and for those individuals/small-businesses 

in need of assistance.   

 

• Then there is next week’s election, which 

will likely consume investors’ attention 

from here on out until a winner prevails.  

The worst-case scenario from a markets 

perspective is a contested, drawn-out, and 

litigated outcome.  When this last 

happened with George W. Bush and Al 

Gore, the S&P 500 declined more than 

10% in that window of uncertainty with 

Treasuries, gold, and cash being the best 

options for preserving capital.   

 

Hopes of a ‘Blue Wave’ and the assumed 

massive government spending agenda in 

2021 have been dashed a bit over the past 

week with polls narrowing the gap in the 

Senate races, making control of this body 

of government a toss-up at this point.  It’s 
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also worth noting that even if the Senate 

were to flip to the Democrats, but the 

majority is only by a couple seats, then the 

far-left agenda policies are unlikely to get 

much traction in terms of actually being 

implemented.  Something to think about 

for all those pundits proclaiming how 

“gridlock” has historically been a good 

backdrop for the economy and markets.  

This is a historical fact that I’m not 

contesting, but I believe the general 

sentiment and view lacks some context 

relative to the operating environment I 

observe today.  Granted, I didn’t live 

through a large chunk of this data series, 

but the “gridlock is good” meme seems 

reminiscent of a time when both parties got 

along, were able to appreciate the benefits 

of compromise, and as a result were able to 

get things done.  This just seems like a big 

ask in today’s environment, where the 
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vitriol and disdain each party has for the 

other seems to be at a historical extreme.   

 

As for that ‘Blue Wave’ narrative that is 

now being spun as tremendously positive 

for the stock market, I would encourage 

believers to tread cautiously on what 

ultimately could be a false presumption.  

Think back to 2016 when it was a sure 

thing that a Trump victory would be 

devastating to the stock market.  Look, I’m 

not making any predictions here, other than 

to hopefully provoke objective investors to 

maintain a sense of balance in terms of 

analyzing potential outcomes and market 

reactions.  I understand the economic allure 

to a $3.5 trillion Heroes Act being passed 

following a possible ‘Blue Wave’, but 

outside of select parts of the market linked 

to capital goods (infrastructure), clean 

energy, and healthcare – who are the 
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beneficiaries?  On the other side of this 

mountain of spending, you have to take 

into account higher corporate tax rates, 

more regulation, hits to the energy and 

financial industries, and the deep pockets 

of the Tech sector targeted as a revenue 

source, or as a threat to competitive 

balance in which they get broken-up.  The 

projected hike in the corporate tax rate 

from 21% to 28% is estimated to reduce 

the long-range earnings profile of the S&P 

500 by 10%.      

 

Anyways, this is my list of bullet points of 

possible explanations for the anxiety in 

markets to kick off the week.   

 

I want to take a step back from the day-to-day 

and focus your attention on a ‘Big Picture’ 

thought exercise to think through.  Without 

question, there is an endless list of items that 
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are unsettling and uncertain in the current 

investment environment, and such a backdrop 

can cause investors to withdraw themselves 

from investing in full.   

 

The idea of, “I’ll just step aside and return 

when the skies are clear”.  After all, it’s not as 

though there are a plethora of great investment 

opportunities at the moment. 

 

I hear this line of thinking a lot lately in 

conversations I have with clients, potential 

clients, other industry professionals, and even 

from market veterans who are giving 

presentations that I’m partaking in.  

 

Here’s how I think about this line of thought.  

First off, to each their own in terms of the 

decisions they want to make with their own 

capital.  But let’s consider the opportunity set 

available to investors today, and after walking 
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through such an exercise, it’s not hard to 

understand why so many are befuddled and 

therefore compelled to just withdraw 

themselves from investing altogether.   

 

One could make the statement that, broadly 

speaking, all of the major asset classes – and 

I’m talking about all of them…stocks, bonds, 

and cash included – are at or near all-time 

highs in terms of valuations.  What do you 

mean Corey, how can cash be at an all-time 

high valuation?  Well, rarely if ever have 

money market yields been as low as they are 

today.  So, for any investor willing to sell 

what they own and convert that capital to 

cash, they are choosing to accept a virtually 

0% return for whatever their holding period is 

in making this decision.  Now for sure, this 

decision does offer the peace of mind that 

holding cash is unlikely to lose value on an 

absolute basis, but this is not the case relative 
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to keeping up with inflation.  The latest CPI 

print for September was 1.4% year-over-year, 

so by holding cash (yielding 0%) an investor 

is perhaps unknowingly willing to lose 1.4% 

in their standard of living with the current 

pace of inflation.  Oh, but wait, isn’t the Fed 

making it one of its main priorities to achieve 

a sustainable inflation rate of above 2% before 

it even considers raising interest rates?  So, 

this loss of purchasing power (if the Fed 

eventually achieves its intended objective) is 

set to get worse as inflation rises, and cash 

holders should not be expecting an increase in 

their return profile through higher interest 

rates as this process plays out over whatever 

holding period it requires. 

 

Not to mention, not only are interest rates at 

historic lows (and likely to remain there for 

some time to come), but we also have moved 

into an environment where the Fed has begun 
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to monetize government debt as the deficits 

balloon and private sector savings are not high 

enough to absorb all of the additional 

issuance.  To be fair, there are numerous 

variables that drive foreign exchange rates, but 

in very simple terms, this increased printing of 

a sovereign currency (all other things 

constant) will lead to a devaluation of the 

currency over time.  So, now these cash 

reserves that are denominated in dollars are 

being devalued relative to other assets, be it 

real assets (real estate, commodities…), 

stocks, and gold.   

 

In a nutshell, I get the affinity investors have 

for cash on a short-term basis in an effort to 

side-step a potentially material melt-down in 

other asset prices.  It could work, but it is a bit 

of a gamble and it leaves you with the 

inevitable decision of when and where to 

redeploy that cash at a future date, because on 
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a long-term basis, holding a high level of cash 

is a recipe for slowly getting poorer.   

 

Well, what about bonds?  You just said that 

interest rates are at historically low levels, 

which means that bond prices (which move 

inversely to yields) are at or near all-time 

highs – so how could these be good 

investments at this time?  I’m not suggesting 

they are, and that’s part of the conundrum that 

all investors face at this particular moment.  

You no longer can own Treasuries for the 

yield, and with interest rates where they are, 

it’s difficult to argue that you can own 

Treasuries for their capital gains potential – as 

that would require them going even lower 

(and it’s possible, but not a favorable 

risk/reward setup).  A similar argument can be 

made about the poor risk/reward setup for 

investment grade credit or even high yield 

(junk bonds) with a spread over Treasuries 
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that is inside of 500 basis points.  Sure 5.50% 

looks great on the surface, but such a yield 

level provides you very little compensation for 

a default rate that is already at 7% and on its 

way to double digits.  

  

However, it is worth noting that the reason an 

investor would want to and should own some 

Treasury bonds is because they have no 

capital risk (if held to maturity).  They 

obviously have inflation risk, but there is no 

other investment out there with no default risk 

and complete certainty of payment.  While the 

return profile may not be compelling, bonds 

are not dissimilar to cash at this moment, in 

that they help to preserve and safeguard a 

portfolio of investments as a risk management 

tool.  They also give you optionality to 

execute on when other opportunities present 

themselves.  I see a lot of investors forgetting 

that mitigating downside risk in this game is 
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the real key to long-term success and career 

longevity.   

 

Which brings me to equities and the general 

stock market, which on a valuation basis is in 

a very similar place as cash and fixed income, 

and that is historically high.  The San 

Francisco Fed just published a paper titled 

“Assessing Recent Stock Market Valuation 

with Macro Data” by Kevin J. Lansing, where 

they concluded that even when accounting for 

historically low risk-free rates, the current 

valuation level of the U.S. stock market is 

high.  According to their work, the CAPE 

(Cyclically Adjusted Price-to-Earnings) ratio 

has averaged 20.5x, and incorporating in the 

current low yield environment, their model 

suggests 24.6x is a “fair value” multiple at this 

time.  The problem for investors is that the 

current multiple is just under 31x – so even in 

this model fit for the current environment, 
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equities are in extreme overvaluation territory.  

Don’t tell this to all of the bulls who no matter 

what the multiple goes to, they pull out the 

“multiples are high because rates are low” 

mantra.  Well, this report fundamentally 

confirms that assertion, but dispels the fact 

that no multiple is too high in a low rate 

environment.  Keep in mind that a CAPE 

multiple north of 30x implies (based on 

history – which is only a guide, not the be-all 

and end-all) that equity investors can expect 

future nominal returns for equities of around 

3.0%.   

 

In case you are not fully grasping what I’m 

getting at here, let me try and simplify it.  At 

this precise moment in time, the investment 

setup is as follows: interest rates are extremely 

low, bond yields are super-low, earnings 

yields on equities are historically low, 

investment grade and below investment grade 
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credit spreads are historically low, and cap 

rates in the real estate market are extremely 

low – the flip side of all of this is that prices 

and valuations of all of these assets are super-

high.   

 

What is one to make of such an environment 

and what does one do with it?  As I see it, the 

best you can do is stay disciplined, prudent, 

and pick your spots where you’re most 

comfortable accepting risk.  There is risk in all 

of these asset classes today, but there is also 

opportunity.  Individually they all have 

different characteristics, and serve different 

purpose at different times in an investment 

portfolio.  I didn’t get much into gold or 

commodities in this missive, but in some form 

or another they correlate and price off of these 

main asset classes anyways.  My two cents is 

that of the big three asset classes (cash, bonds, 

and equities), equities are the only option that 
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give you the opportunity to grow into the 

expensive valuation levels they trade at today.  

Moreover, they also provide investors with an 

opportunity for future growth irrespective of 

what valuation levels investors deem desirable 

given the global economic setup.  This is by 

no means a blanket endorsement that stocks 

are a no brainer at the present time or into the 

future, but in my opinion with a good process, 

strategy, and continued monitoring of one’s 

exposure, they offer the best risk/reward.   

 

Bonds and cash serve a purpose, but that 

purpose has really narrowed to capital 

preservation and optionality in today’s low 

rate environment.  What’s more is they face 

more material inflation risk than they have at 

most points in the past, given the current low 

yield environment and the intent of policy 

makers to achieve a higher level of inflation in 

the future.  
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One last thing before I sign off.  As we close 

in on the election next week, be prepared for 

anything to happen.  This week is not the 

week to make a big shift in one’s positioning 

based upon price action in advance of a result 

where no one has a clear line of sight on the 

outcome.  Politics are important, but all too 

often leaders and party affiliation get too 

much credit or blame for things they had very 

little impact on.  This isn’t to say who 

eventually wins will not have an impact on the 

future path of profits, growth, and inflation, 

but all of us will have plenty of time to react 

and position for the long-term ramifications 

after that information is known.  
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